Near minimum-time direct voltage control (DVC) algorithms synthesizing path-planning and path-following are proposed for wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) satisfying (i) initial and final postures and velocities as well as (ii) voltage and current constraints. To overcome nonholonomic and nonlinear properties of WMRs, we divide our control algorithm for cornering motion into three sections: TSD (Translational Section of Deceleration), RS (Rotational Section), and TSA (Translational Section of Acceleration). We developed off-line DVC algorithms using the quadratic problem with the object function minimizing the total time, where voltages to the motors are controlled directly without velocity/torque-servo modules, while satisfying the current constraints. Two methods of searching for the two control parameters (number of steps for RS M R and velocity constraint in RS ␤) were considered: The one is composed of one simple 1-dimensional search for ␤, and the other is composed of two 1-dimensional searches for M R and ␤ which has better performance. Performances of the proposed control algorithms are validated via various simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) is growing rapidly due to much broad range of their potential applications -industrial automation, undersea/planet exploration, nuclear/explosives handling, warehousing, security, agricultural machinery, military, education, mobility for the disabled, and personal robots, etc.
It is well known that WMR is one of nonholonomic system where the system cannot be stabilized with smooth state feedback. 1 Kinematic and dynamic modeling of WMRs has been addressed by several researchers. [2] [3] [4] [5] Control of WMRs is generally divided into two categoriespath-planning (PP) and path-following (PF).
PP is to plan a trajectory connecting the given initial and final positions with or without obstacle avoidance. Dubins 6 set the problem of characterizing the shortest path for a particle moving forward with a constant linear velocity and simple kinematic model of Dubins' car under the constraint of bounded curvature. Later, Reeds and Shepp considered the same problem, where backward motions are allowed. 7 A shortest path synthesis of Dubins' car was determined according to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle (PMP) by Soueres et al. 8 Bicchi et al. 9 extended the Reeds and Shepp's results to the case where obstacles are present. However, in those researches based on the Dubins' model, the curvature along the trajectory does not vary continuously since the optimal solutions are sequences of line segments and arcs of circle of minimal radius. One choice for path preserving curvature continuity is the clothoid, of which the curvature is linearly increased and then decreased with running distance along the curve. It was used as splines in computer aided design (CAD) 10 and introduced in robotics by Kanayama et al. 11, 12 PF is to make stable control for mobile robots to follow the given path (trajectory). Kanayama et al. 13 proposed critically damped controller which is Lyapunov stable. In Soueres' research, 14 obstacle avoidance is also included in the PF during transition phase using a sliding mode technique. Hamel 15 studied robustness with respect to errors in path using a compact attractive domain around zero error. Dynamic robot model should be considered for fast moving. 16, 17 Time-optimal control synthesis for PP and PF has been studied by several researchers but remains an open problem yet. It was initially addressed by Jacobs et al. 18 in which minimum-time trajectories based on Hilare-like model are necessarily made up with bang-bang pieces proved with PMP. Reister 19 made a numerical study of bang-bang trajectories containing only five elementary pieces with interesting time parameterization and having at most four control switches with no mathematical proof to bound the number of control switches, which has been invalidated by Renaud, 20 who showed that certain configurations could not be reached by extreme trajectories containing only five elementary pieces and pointed out existence of extreme solutions allowing to reach those configurations and containing more than four switches. The above researches based on Hilare-like model include only linear and angular acceleration bounds.
Most researches considering dynamic model dealt with dynamic constraints of input torques only. In a few cases, just limitations of velocities or accelerations are included. 21, 22 However, since there are limits on motor's performance and battery's power, WMR systems have motor armature current constraints as well as battery voltage constraint in practice. In previous researches, control inputs are velocities or accelerations with or without bounds where, for the low level control of motors, velocity-servo modules or torque-servo modules are used to generate desired control inputs. 23 In practice, since final control inputs are voltages (PWM duty ratios) generated by those servo modules, there may exist bad cases where those modules cannot track the desired velocity/acceleration commands due to voltage and current constraints. Hence, efficient control algorithm for WMR systems considering those constraints is essentially required.
In this paper, near minimum-time direct voltage control (DVC) algorithms synthesizing path-planning and pathfollowing are proposed for WMRs to satisfy given initial and final postures (positions and angles) and velocities as well as to consider both voltage and current constraints. DVC means that normalized voltages (equivalent to PWM duty ratios) which will be applied to both motors are controlled directly without velocity-servo or torque-servo module, while satisfying the current constraints. To overcome nonholonomic and nonlinear properties, we divide our control algorithm for turning motion into three sections: The first is RS (Rotational Section) which is focused on the rotational motion with the required turning angle, and the others are TSD (Translational Section of Deceleration) and TSA (Translational Section of Acceleration) which are secondary procedures focused on translational motion. No obstacles but exit-distance requirements (predetermined by user) are considered. We developed off-line DVC algorithms using the quadratic problem satisfying current and voltage constraints with the object function minimizing the total time. Two methods of searching for the two control parameters (number of steps for M R and velocity constraint in RS ␤) were considered: The one is composed of one simple 1-dimensional search for ␤, and the other is composed of two 1-dimensional searches for M R and ␤ which has better performance. To show the performance of the proposed controller, various simulations for different cases are presented.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives problem statements with WMR dynamics. Near minimum-time control algorithms synthesizing pathplanning and path-following are developed in Section 3 using MATLAB optimization toolbox. Simulation results are shown and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is for concluding remarks.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Dynamic model for WMRs
Assume that WMR has symmetrical structure driven by two identical DC motors as shown in Figure 1 
where
Details of the derivation is presented in Appendix A. Overall dynamics of WMR system is illustrated in Figure 2 , where
We can convert to discrete-time version with sampling interval T s as 
Configurations and exit-distance
We can classify configurations of initial and final postures into two categories. The one is primary configuration (PC) where it is unnecessary to change the sign of rotational velocity for path-planning, and the other is compounded configuration (CC) where necessary to change that sign as shown in Figure 3 . For simplicity, we consider the PC only in this research. Because of nonlinear and nonholonomic properties, a graphical approach is necessary to solve pathplanning problem. Since all-time optimal paths for PC are expected to be made up with one rotational section and two translational sections surrounding the rotational one, we divide our control algorithm for cornering motion into three sections -The first is RS (Rotational Section) which is focused on the required turning angle, and the others are TSD (Translational Section of Declaration) and TSA (Translational Section of Acceleration) which are secondary procedures focused on condition of positions. Furthermore, obstacles are not considered explicitly. Instead we add constraint that both exit-distances d R 1 and d R 2 should be bounded with D R in RS as shown in Figure 4 , which limits deviations from the given configuration, and hence obstacles can be avoided.
Hyperplane inequality description for constraints
Since there are limits on motor's performance and battery's power, WMR systems have voltage constraint on battery as well as current constraints on motor armatures:
Since too high velocities in RS may cause WMRs to go over the maximum exit-distance D R , velocity-constraint is added in RS using a parameter ␤ (velocity scale factor) for requirements of exit-distances ( Figure 5 ). 
If we are concerned with WMR dynamics using M steps, describe control sequences of u k from zero steps to (M Ϫ 1)the step as
Then, each state x k can be described by u seq as
Since all of {x k , k = 1, . . . ,M} should be within both constraint sets C i and C ␤ , corresponding constraints can be expressed with hyperplane inequality descriptions of u seq using Eq. (8) as
Model reduction in translational motion
In translational motion, WMR dynamics are reduced into simpler ones since u 
which also can be expressed with hyperplane inequality descriptions of
T using similar methods in Section 2.4. Using values in Table I, 
In addition, both exit-distances in rotational section are assumed to be bounded by D R as shown in Figure 4 .
Problem: Given z s and z f , find
minimizing the number of steps k f s.t.
(i) z k f = z f , (ii) satisfying voltage and current constraints, (iii) satisfying exit-distance requirements.
DIRECT VOLTAGE CONTROL ALGORITHMS
In this section, two near minimum-time DVC (DVC-1, DVC-2) algorithms synthesizing path-planning and pathfollowing are proposed for WMRs to satisfy given initial and final postures (positions and angles) and velocities as well as voltage and current constraints. First, we find a control pair composed of the number of steps and control sequence in RS (M R , u R seq ), which satisfy the required turning angle and also satisfy exit-distance bound using proper ␤ found with binary search. Then, we find another two control pairs in TSD and TSA, (M D , u D seq ) and (M A , u A seq ), respectively surrounding the first planned RS control sequence, which satisfy the required translational motion. Control algorithms for each section are established with quadratic programming, and solved using MATLAB optimization toolbox. Algorithm DVC-2 is an extension of Algorithm DVC-1 in that M R is increased from the first value found in Algorithm DVC-1 for possible reduction of total number of steps.
Rotational section In rotational section, only angle component of and velocity components of [v w]
T in the given configurations are controlled since they keep linear relations with motor voltages while the others don't (see Eqs. (1) and (2)). Since we don't know in advance how many number of steps is required to reach final angle and velocities, M = 1 is supposed to be the minimum number of steps at first and increased step by step until a solution to the following Problem RS exists. In addition, to minimize overall steps for satisfying whole configurations (including positions), we introduce an object function O M to be minimized with final step M fixed as 
Construct an internal algorithm in RS as
Algorithm RS: Given x 0 ,
Step 1: Set M R = 1.
Step 2: Increase M R until a solution to Problem QPRS with M = M R is found.
Translational Section
After planning in RS, two translational motions before and after RS should be planned to cover both remaining distances Both Algorithm TSD and Algorithm TSA can be easily solved by using QP function of MATLAB as in Problem RS with arbitrary Q and f.
DVC algorithms
Two DVC algorithms considering all RS, TSD, and TSA are proposed. The first is a simpler one for simple calculations and the second step is made by extension of the first for reducing the number of steps. Both algorithms are established as follows.
Algorithm DVC-1: Set ␤ = 2, ␤ U = 2, ␤ L = 0 and do following steps.
Step 1: Find the optional ␤ using the binary search with the following sub-steps.
Step 1-1: Find (M R , u R seq ) using Algorithm RS and calculate d R 1 and d R 2 defined as in Fig. 8 . Step 1-2: Calculate d␤ and update ␤ L (or ␤ U ) as
Step 1-3: If ͉d␤͉ > ␤ tol then update ␤ as ␤ ← ␤ + d␤ and go to Step 1-1, otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2: Find (M D , u D seq ) using Algorithm TSD with d D .
Step 3: Find (M A , u A seq ) using Algorithm TSA with d A . Flow chart of the binary search for optimal ␤ is drawn in Figure 6 , and Figure 7 shows a graphical description of an example. Average number of search for optimal ␤ is reduced to log 2 (2/␤ tol ) in the method of binary search, while 2/␤ tol +1 2 in a method of simple decrement (or increment). Algorithm DVC-2: Set ␤ = 2, ␤ U = 2, ␤ L = 0 and do following steps.
Step 1: Do Algorithm DVC-1.
Step 2: Let M R = M R + 1. (Figure  8) .
If
Step 5: Let M R = M R + 1 and go to Step 3. Especially when D R = 0, all the values of k should be zero in RS. Hence, in that situation, Algorithm DVC-1 should be applied without Steps 1-2 and 1-3, since there is no use of increasing M R just after the first solution of RS is found. Finally, the overall control sequence is
It is very important to search, at first, two parameters ␤ and M R in RS since both TSD and TSA can be planned only after Table II . Comparison among DVC-1, DVC-2, and full 2-dim search. those parameters have been found. In Algorithm DVC-1, one 1-dimensional search for ␤ is performed, while two 1-dimensional searches in Algorithm DVC-2 -the one is for ␤ and the other is for M R . Surely it is possible to establish a full search (2-dimensional search) for both ␤ and M R , which will make the best performance of the three methods of search, but will be highly time-consuming. Algorithm DVC-2 is a better choice since it is simpler but makes almost the same performance (number of steps k f ) as 2-dimensional search, which will be shown in Section 4 by comparing the performances about number of steps k f . When D R is small, the simplest one, Algorithm DVC-1 also may be good choice, which will also be discussed in Section 4.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, various simulations are performed to show performances of the proposed algorithms (DVC-1, DVC-2) with use of parameters in Table I When the value of D R is sufficiently large like Figure 9 , the maximum value of ␤ = 2 is allowed by binary search satisfying the exit-distance requirement. On the other hand, Figure 10 shows that an appropriate smaller value of ␤ = 0.531 is established since reduced D R is given, which forces more added constraints into velocities. As we investigate subplots of (i , and (, w) in each figure, we can see that the planned paths go along with at least one extreme part of constraints all the time, except transient states between TSD and RS and between RS and TSA. It means that WMR tries to use all driving ability as possible as it can for fast moving. Figures 11 and 12 show similar results too.
Binary search for ␤ is based on the conjecture that possibly larger ␤ can do plan in a smaller number of steps. This conjecture is justified by comparison with full 2-dimensional search for both ␤ and M R , which is summarized in Table II . Algorithm DVC-2 shows the same performance, in the number of steps k f , as full 2-dimensional search even though there are some differences in the pair of (␤, M R ), while Algorithm DVC-1 degrades by 1.78% -the cases of smaller D R do not affect this degradation at all. With these results, it can be said that Algorithm DVC-2 is a better choice since it makes almost the same performance in spite of simpler process than full 2-dimensional search. When D R is small, the simplest one, Algorithm DVC-1 may be good choice also.
We did not neglect the armature inductance L a of each motor in order to consider exact dynamics, even though we used T s = 10ms in major simulations which is large relative to time constant L a /R a = 0.7ms. We summarized computation times and errors for various sampling times in Table III , where the computation time is based on Algorithm DVC-2, and e xy means (x f Ϫ x k f ) 2 + (y f Ϫ y k f ) 2 . As the sampling time becomes smaller, neglecting L a requires relatively shorter computation time, but the error e xy becomes larger. Hence, including L a gives more accurate results, especially for smaller sampling time.
CONCLUSION
WMR systems have nonholonomic and nonlinear properties. In addition, they have motor armature current constraint and battery voltage constraint in practice. If we make a PP first and develop a PF based on the PP, then the PF procedure might be unable to track the planned path due to those constraints. For this reason, we should consider those constraints when making a PP. Consequently, we should include PF at the same time.
In this paper, we have considered real constraints on current and voltage in WMRs. Near minimum-time control DVC algorithms (DVC-1 and DVC-2) synthesizing PP and PF have been proposed, which make it possible to control voltage directly. Control steps are planned in near minimum-time by minimizing the object function O M . Bounded exit-distance is considered by introducing a parameter of ␤ in rotational section as well. Algorithm DVC-2 is a better choice since it makes almost the same performance (number of steps k f ) in spite of simpler process than full 2-dimensional search. When D R is small, the simplest one, Algorithm DVC-1 may be a good choice also. Various simulations for different cases are performed to show the validity of proposed algorithms.
For a further work, we are going to extend the proposed algorithm to the CC, which is not far from here since CC can be made up with two appropriate PC. 
